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Dr. Kauffman
To Be Inaugurated Student Accosted
In Adams Library

A week long schedule of events
surrounding the Nov. 7 inauguration of Dr. Joseph F. Kauffman as
president of Rhode Island College
was announced today by Dr. LawA female student who works at being about 25 years old, medium
rence M. Straton, chairman of the
Adams Library was confronted by height, with dark hair and blue
RIC inauguration committee.
an exhibitionist, according to Mrs. eyes, and "giving off a peculiar
Beginning the week will be the
Frances Cooper, a Library Assist- odor.". Mrs. Cooper noted that this
opening of an exhibit by Rhode Isant who was on duty at the time. description is similar to one given
land craftsmen,
scheduled
for
She said the incident occured on by another student helper last
Mon., Nov. 4, at 3 p.m. in the art
Saturday, Oct. 26th at about 12 summer of a man who chased her
gallery of the James P. Adams
noon.
through a parking lot.
library.
Mrs. Cooper told an Anchor reMrs. Cooper expressed concern
At the opening, Dr. Joseph F.
porter that the student was fol- over the fact that the Campus
Kauffman Purchase Award will be
lowed to the elevator by a young Police were not available when
presented to one of the exhibitors.
man who said to her "You have they were needed. She cited a reThe selected piece will be added
nice pants." He proceeded to ex- cent incident where they could not
to the permanent collection of the
pose himself and the girl ran be summoned after a student's
Contemporary
Crafts Center of
away.
attempted suicide.
Rhode Island.
At that time, Mrs. Cooper said
The Anchor contacted
Capt.
An inaugural eve recital by con- Pianist Carol Jane Buffkins will give an inaugural recital on Nov. 6.
she tried to call the Campus Po- Howard B. Bryor of the Campus
cert pianist Carol Jane Buffkins
will be held Wednesday, Nov. 6, at erts Hall at RIC. Mrs. Buffkins vard for Miles, Mr. Monro replied, lice, but after fruitless attempts Police who said he couldn't make
for some 15 minutes, she phoned any comment on the incident at
8 p.m. in the auditorium of Rob- will play classical selections from "Because they asked me."
Bach, Beethoven,
Bartok
and
Mr. Monro is a native of North the North Prov. Police. They ar- this time, save that it is being investigated by his department and
Schubert.
Andover, Mass., and received his rived at about 12:30 p.m.
The girl described the man as an outside authority_
The formal inauguration cere-- bachelor's degree from Harvard in
mony is scheduled for 2 :30 p.m., 1935. He was a staff writer for the
Thursday, Nov. 7, in the audito- Boston Transcript for four years
rium of Roberts Hall. John U. and served with the U. S. Navy
Monro, former dean of Harvard in W.W. II. He originally went to
College, now director of freshman Harvard in 1946 as an assistant
Collegiate football may yet be- for collegiate competition. Accordstudies at Miles College, Birming- counselor for veterans and later come a reality at RIC within two ing to Paul Orlando, spokesman
by BERNIE DULUDE
On Nov. 5th, the voters of ham Ala., will be the principal was director of Harvard's finan- years, as a result of the newly for the group, the club as yet has
cial aid office. He was appointed formed Football Club. The club's no officers. Therefore, it will be.,
Rhode IslaruLwilL.bave the o_ption speaker.
Mr. Monro resigned from Har- dean of the college in 1958.
constitution was unanimously ap- during the first meeting on Footto approve or reject a referendum
As dean of Harvard, Mr. Monro proved by Student Senate last ball Day that officers will be
entitled State Colleges Develop- vard in 1967 after 21 years of adadvisor
ment Program of 1968. It provides ministrative service including nine worked with RIC's Dr. Kauffman week. Now the club begins its elected and a faculty
who was dean of student affairs drive for members, players, and chosen.
for a bond issue to raise $10,750,- years as dean of the college.
In contrast to the prestige of at Brandeis University from 1956- club boosters. The first announced
000 for the expansion of two state
A very important point to be
Harvard, Miles College in 1967 60. When Dr. Kauffman left Bran- meeting will be a finale to a cam- emphasized is that all males wish~
institutions.
was
a
commuter
college
with
an
deis
to
serve
as
director
of
trainpus
wide
Football
Day
Program.
The expansions are necessatated
ing to play on the team must be
by the projected figures of in- enrollment of 1,000 and no accre- ing for the Peace Corps, he in- During the day players, coaches, a club member. This will include
ditation.
Miles
had
no
on-campus
volved Mr. Monro by recruiting and moderators from P.C.'s Club payment of dues and qualifying
creased enrollment at both URI
and RIC. The 17,257 Rhode Island living facilities and its student him to work with the Peace Corps Football Team will be here to with a 1.75 index. Also, the club
residents attending college as of body consisted, almost exclusively; program at Harvard and, in 1962, speak to the students. Also, on would like as many females as
1965, should double by the year of Negroes from the Birmingham to go to Nigeria to assist in the the agenda will be a pep rally led possible to join.
development of the first Peace by the cheerleaders of RIC and
1980. Not all these goes to either area.
The club is seeking a memberMr. Monro is currently
in Corps project in that country in- talks given by leaders of the RIC ship of at least 50% of the stuRIC or URI, but by next year
charge
of
the
college's
freshman
iVOlving
education.
Football
Club,
namely,
Sophomore
over 10,000 full-time undergraddent body. The other 50%, those
The ceremonies will be followed Paul Orlando and Freshman Steve who do not qualify for the club
uated are expected to be enrolled program and has revamped the
first
year
curriculum
in
an
atby
a
reception
in
the
Student
Craven.
in these two schools. The referenacademically (below 1.75) will be
The purpose of Football Day asked to become boosters of the
dum if approved would provide tempt to check the trend which Union at 4 p.m. and a dinner at
saw
fewer
than one third of 6:30 p.m. in the Donovan Dining will be to introduce the club to club.
for 15,000 students by 1972.
the student body and inform the
Rhode Island College portion of Miles' freshman class complete Center.
Club boosters are very imporThe following day, Friday, at students exactly what has to be
the revenue from the bond issue is their college studies.
tant to a club such as this, mainWhen
asked
why
he
left
HarDR.
KAUFFMAN
Page
done
4
in
getting
a
team
organized
$2,150,000. It would provide for a
ly because the Football Club is out
new classroom building to house
to get as much money as possible.
programs in the humanities and
"The more students in the club,"'
social sciences. The Walsh Health
says Mr. Orlando, "the more monand Physical Education
Center
ey we'll be able to raise and so
On Saturday, November 2, 1968, the University of Rhode Island. the colleges and universities to the quicker we'll have a team on
would be expanded to include a
swimming pool. There will also be the State
Conference
of the The afternoon session · will begin bear on major problems and to the field." Target date for the
an addition to the Donovan Din- American Association of Universi- with a discussion by a panel which focus t\)eir resources on them.
team is September, 1969, and if all
ing Center to accommodate 4,000 ty Professors is sponsoring an all- will include Dr. Werner Baum,
* * *
goes well Spring training will start
of the University of
students, compared to the present day Conference on the topic 'Stu- President
Note: The follawing i8 am ex- this Spring.
2,500. A Biology
Greenhouse dent Unrest.' The AAUP is bring- Rhode Island, and other faculty; cerpt from the AAUP Joint StateDonations have already started
would be constructed to provide ing students, faculty and adminis- students and administrators from ment on Rights and Freedoms of coming in. Steve Craven was able
a laboratory facility for students trators together. for an exchange Rhode Island Colleges and Univer- Students.
to purchase tickets for the P.C.
interested in botany at both the of views and discussion. The all- sities.
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Football games at discount rates.
Dr. Patrick O'Regan, associate
undergraduate
and
In
student
graduate day program will be held at the
affairs,
certain The club will begin selling them
of mathematics
at standards must be maintained if at regular cost to students on
levels. Finally, additional land will University of Rhode Island Cam- professor
be acquired as well as new road- pus in the Student Union Building, Rhode Island College and acting the freedom of students is to be campus. Profit from these tickets
ways and parking facilities built. and is open to all interested facul- president of the State Conference, preserved.
will be used to }?uy booster pins
will be moderator of the morning A. Freedom of Association
, and prin'ting up booster certifiThere are many reasons for the ty, students and administrators.
Students · bring to campus a cates. Paul Orlando. and Ron No-·
expected increased enrollment. It Registration will be from 9:00 to session. Dr. Jack Finger, presimay be said quite simply that 10:00 a.m. and the registration fee dent of the Rhode Island College variety of interests previously ac- ble have secured 40 used uniforms
Chapter AAUP will be the mode- quired and develop many new in- from North Providence
High's
many more students will want to is $1.50.
The morning session will con- rator of the afternoo nsession. The terests as members of the aca- football team. These uniforms will
take. advantage of the relatively
low-cost education at state insti- sist of a 'Troika of Views' present- afternoon panel will be followed demic community. They should be be used for spring practices. Ray
free fo organize and join associa- Webster, a club leader, has looked
tutions.
ed by Dr. William P. Haas, O.P., by open discussion.
The State Conference AAUP tions to promote their common in- into the possibility of getting a
The facts are clear. Unless the President of Providence College,
coach. As of now, three people
bond issue is approved, the higher Ira Magaziner, President of Stu- was formed last Spring. This is terests.
1. The membership, policies, and have offered their time to coach
education in Rhode Island will be dent Government at Brown Uni- the first step in what it hopes will
hopelessly inadequate in a very versity and Dr. R<>bPrt Gut>'.!heh, be a continuing effort to bring action~ of a student organization the team in its first season, hopePage 4 I fully next fall.
few years.
Assistant Professor of History at the attention of all segments of CONFERENCE

Elusive Campus Police Criticized

State College

Referendum Comes

Up on Election Day

RIC Gets J?oothallClub

University Professors Sponsor Conference
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EDITORIALS
$10,750,000
On November 5, 1968, the voters of · meet this demand?
Rhode Island will determine the fate of
If this bond issue is approved, it will
the proposed $10,750,000 bond issue for be used in conjunction with federal grants
construction at Rhode Island College and· and loans to enable R.LC. and U.R.L to
the University of Rhode Island.
provide for the needs of the over 15,000
The number of Rhode Island residents
students expected by 1972. If this issue is
seeking a college education is increasing;
rejected, then the state of Rhode Island
but, the proportion of Rhode Island resibe left to meet tomorrow's needs with
dents accepted.by privately endowed insti- facilities which even today are not adetutions is decreasing. And, out of state in- quate to meet the growing demand for a
stitutions are also feeling the pressure of college education.
increasing enrollments upon already limitThe voters of Rhode Island must deed facilities., Meanwhile, the need for col- cide between a realistic preparation for
lege trained men and women in bu~iness their future needs and the false economy
and industry, in education and social ser- which has so often been practiced in the
vice, grows every year. Will the educationpast. We strongly urge the voters to apal- facilities of the state be prepared to prove this bond issue on November 5th.

will

We Have F'ailed Our Heritage
America has been built by the blood
and sweat of countless immigrants. English, Italian, French, Irish alike, have toiled. to heip make this country achieve the
heights we presently enjoy.
We tend to think that the ~'Age of
Immigrants" has long since past, ending
with the turn of the century. However,
we are incorrect in our thinking for immigrants reach our shores every day. Each
ethnic group has had their particular time
and location for settling.· In our own state
we find, at present, a great influx of Portuguese.
As c;t nation, as a state, as a college we
have become ~ophisticated enough so that
w~ _should be able to help unburden our
new fellow. citizens. This is espcieally applicable in the area of education. Particularly in aiding these people to learn the
language of their new homeland.
For those who argue, "Well no one
helped me.''. the question is asked, "Does
that make it right?". For those who ~rgue,
"Et)lnic gtoups or individuals aren't that
important."
one might answer, "What
abput George Washington who was English, or Lafayette who was French, or
John Paul Jones ·who, suprisingly enough
was· Portuguese.". And, for those who ar-·
gue, "But we are doing something." we
begin to get at the heart of the matter.
In Fox Point alone there are a mukitude of ne~v immigrants who have not yet
been able to learn English. Why? Because'
of. inadequate facilities and personnel.
One very glaring example; concerns a
tea~her who had majored in special education. That teacher had no more than the
basic language requirement
which was
fulfilled by French. But because of her
special education major she qualified for
her present assignment. She teaches a
class of forty non-English speaking Portuguese children .English. There is not even
a basis for communication between the
teacher and the student. Special education,

The ANCHOR

of course, is a perfect training but the
~ost important factor, a language, is missmg.
That was one case. Yet that situation
. is heaven compared to the countless in ....Dear Editor:
d
Much as I applaud Dr. Kaufividuals who are placed in a regular classJ man's policy statement on the
room and not getting the attention needed. controversy surrounding try outs
And, the most horrifying of all, those for "Miss Julie," I sincerely doubt
children , who are of normal intelligence. that anything of substa1:ce ?as
and aptitude, and who are put in "speciali been cleared .up. T~e s1tuat10n
"b
.
concerns
basic
attitudes
and
:ooms
ecause they can not communicate values of our culture, and as any
m the normal classroom. The sheer wasted student of attitudes knows, it is
potential is self evident.
extremely
difficult
to
either
What is the answer? Obviously more change or correct things in th.is
·efficient programs and training. But even are_a. A s:udy of the language m
.
.
which attitudes are expressed, bemore obvious fS t~e apparent lack of con- trays an intricate web of mutually
cern here at wha,t is supposedly the second supportive factors (a syndrome).
best college of education in New England. In the "Miss Julie situation," the
vVe have neither a major or a minor in terms "Nordic Type" and "Negro"
Portuguese. There are no programs or pro- or ."Black" are. clearly ~a~ist in
.
. . .
their referents 1f not their mtent.
~ects at present or to be mltiated. There The first thing to note is that the
is not even an awarness of the problem or term "Nordic Type" and the term
the willingness to help correct the situa- "Negro'' or "Black" are relative to
tion. In fact, Prof. Tegu offered his ser-· each othe.r in a most interesting
vices gratis to teach these people English:• s~nse. This .can be unders:ood by
'
,
'
.
.
first observmg that Nordic Type
The .powers that. be, a.t t~e tnne, admon~sh- (an ideal type) is a value expresed him for wastmg his time and for domg sion denoting what is caucasion in
something which was below the level of an the best sense of that term. When
RIC Professor, (This fact was documented one uses the term "Nordic," he
in an interview with Prof. Tegu in prepar- clearly refers to a male creature
(women still are not considered
ation for an article which appeared on him equal) who is tall, slender in the
in the Anchor last year.) Yet, we pride right proportions, and in general,
ourselves in beirig a leader in the field of quite "good looking!" When one
education. This is one of the greatest dis- uses the term "Negro" or "Black,"
honors to our common heritage. To bei he clearly refers to one who is
l
not only not caucasion, but is not
sure, t 1e problem encompasses not only so in the worse sense of being not.
the Portuguese but other ethnic groups asi Orientals of all manner and variewell.. This is n?t the concern of solely the ty are after all not caucasion, but
ethmc groups mvolved but of all "Ameri- in some instances such as the Boscans" as their duty as descendants of im-1 ton School System and in South
.
Africa, many of them are labeled
migrants.
as caucasion in order to specify
We, as individuals, have failed those that at least, they are not, not
of our neighbors who are in need. And, caucasion in the worse sense of
moTe importantly, as a "progressive" Col- not being; or should I say nonlege of Education we have failed miser- being.
ably. in 6.u.r obligation to citizens and po- What does all of this add up to?
1
That the terms "Nordic" and
tentia citizens of our towns cities state "Negro" go together like a horse
and most of all, of our natio~.
'
' and carriage, or like love and mar-
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ACCEPTING

the

riage. But, the relation is an interesting one! An alleged Negro
can be tall, slender, fine-featured
and male, but this will make no
difference in our estimate of his
alleged negritude. If, on the other
hand, we have a fat,. woman of the
so-called caucasion strain
(who
might even hail from Northern
Europe), she clearly cannot be
Nordic! Between the usage of the
terms,
"Nordic"
and "Negro,"
there is a continuance of implied
value expressions which are defined by the fact that the term

HELICON
IS NOW

lo

MANUSCRIPTS

Editor

"Negro" or "Black" denotes a bag
full of adjectives which make no
difference in the identity of its
owner, and the term "Nordic" in
which each adjective not only
makes a difference but is essential
to the identity of its owner. Between these two terms which denote what is ideally good (Nordic)
and really disasterous
(Black)
there is the presumed majority
whose claim to fame lies in their
anonymity.
This, of course, is
where the perversity of current
individualism lies. I am referring
to those who as caucasion but not
Nordic, can go about their business without being observed at all.
What are we to make of all
this? I can only speak for myself
and of the fact that I have learned two important (important to
me) lessons as a student of philosophy. First, one should sense
the makings of a losing proposition in its earliest stages. Second,
since this life is the only one I
have to live, it is not a game, and
this means that my response to
life's events necessarily has to be
personal and subjective. With respect to this first principle I would
say that given the values that
belie racial
identification,
and
given that these values represent
tickets for a round-trip into the
world of make-believe, any reference to race should be abandoned.
The second principle demands of
me that the doors and windows of
my soul, fall immediately sh.ut to
those who wish unconsciously for
a life of fantasy with "Nordics"
and
"Negroes."
I've
nothing
against fantasy and I like a little
horror to make things interesting.
But "Nordics'' and "Negroes" are
alike far too ugly to my tastes.
Pumpkins, Billionaire Greeks, and
Goblins will do!
Frank S. Williston
Assistant Professor
Dear Editor:

I feel I must apologize to the
many people who miscontrued my
last letter. I meant to cast no dispersions on the campus police.
The organizations
are
indeed
grateful and appreciative for the
attendance of law officials at our
functions. I meant, rather, only
to point out that the Providence
police were not doing their duty
by remaining at their assigned positions. Granted that the damage
done was to cars in an unlighted
LETTERS
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&m.61inq_
will,_
it.ndJL[li
of RIC have been complaining because they cannot be expected to
play pool well without cue chalk.
One question from this end: what
was your excuse when the chalk
was in stock? Be truthful now ..
....
How many of you have been
in the dining center at or around
7:30 in the morning? If you were
...
Last Tuesday afternoon at there, did you, while attempting
one· o'clock, quite a few students to eat breakfast or drink coffee,
witnessed an unprecedented activ- get sick to your stomach when
ity at Rhode Island College. David that squeaky, noisy conveyor belt
Pengelly (appearing live, in per- started on its never ending jourson and in living color; direct ney - or was it the two inches
from the BITTER END COFFEE of dirt on the table that caused
HOUSE in New York City) did you to stop eating? ......
It
an· act which is even today, being seems it is my duty to mention
spoken of as a. unprecedented ac~ the Presidential race. Humphrey
tivity on the· Rhode Island College and Nixon are running neck at
campus. David sang folk songs neck.
and played his guitar at the same
One thing still puzzles me howtime. What he did, however, is ever. Keeping in mind that he is
not what is causing the students not a member of that type of
to talk .. The fact that he was en- high, "indifferent society", as he
joyed by everyone in attendance calls it, why does Wallace want
is not causing
the excitment to join that race when he is so
either. Do you know why every- against another? ......
That's
one is talking? David Pengelly about all for today. It is time
appeared before more than 200 for your UNCLE ELI to go back
RIC students high atop the RIC into hiding for another week. Recampus:. - right on the Donovon member, the opinions expressed
Bridge for no admission fee - in this "column" are not necesCowabonga .......
For the last sarily those of the ANCHOR or
few days, the a.vid pool players I UNCLE ELI.
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Review

The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter

tempts to make happier the life of
the lonely teenage girl with whose
·family he lives, and teaches tolerance to a white-hating Negro doctor. But while Singer helps brighten the lives of others, his own
remains less bright, and darkens
completely when the only person
with whom he can fully communiArkin), unfortunately
Technicolor
devotes its cate, Spiro, dies.
Running time, 122 mins,
majority to common soap opera,
All of what we see on the screen
yielding a good picture which for the film's two hour duration
A Warner Bros Seven Arts Release
could so very easily have been is lovingly executed under the
Cast: Alan Arkin, Sondra Locke, great.
direction of Robert Ellis Miller.
Chuck Mccann, Percy Rodriguez,
Deaf mute John Singer loses his James Wong Howe's slightly sepia
Laurinda Barrett,
Stacy Keach, one understanding friend, mental- photography
flows rather
than
Jr., Biff McGuire.
ly retarded
fellow mute Spiro jumps in the current vogue. Mr.
If the "play" is not the thing (Chuck McCann), when the latter Arkin is quite believable as Singer.
in THE HEART IS A LONELY is committed to an asylum. While His performance is really beautiHUNTER, then it is the players' Singer attempts to gain custody ful - if only he had been allowed
performances
and the picture's of his simple friend, he rents a to do more in the picture, what a
overall charming mood which im- room in a house in Selma, Ala- great success it would be! Howpress theaudience and create any bama, not far from the hospital. ever, John Singer's personal life
"memorable moments" in the film. Between visits to Spiro, Singer be- is forced by the script to take a
For Thomas C. Ryan's screenplay, friends
a drunken,
despairing back seat to the affairs of those
while quite moving when it con- "victim of society" and aids in his characters with whom he comes in
cerns its hero, John Singer (Alan re habilitation. He similarly at- contact. Singer, in a way, becomes
a hub from which extend three
basically hokey and contrived subplots. He serves as an instrument
of our introduction into the tragic
Jives of the drunk, the girl, Mick
,Sondra Locke), and the doctor,
Dr. Copeland (Percy Rodriguez).
While their stories may be interesting in themselves,
they aid
(Name Witheld)
SLOAP has promised to set up very little in advancing any unIn the past few weeks the and distribute its guidelines for derstanding of Singer's character.
thought that has been uppermost student action next week. It is We see Singer come in contact
at Rhode Island College is: "What felt that if enough petitions, sign- with the drunk; the girl, and the
is SLOAP?'' Sharply condemned ed by a majority of the students doctor, we observe him helping
and had two .releases on Epic. by its critics and highly praised and dealing with specific pro- these people, but the significance
This year Jiowever, is Larry's in~. by its supporters,
SLOAP pro- posals are submitted to the Board of their relationship and their efauguration as a performing artist- mises to be one of the important of Governors, it will get things fects on him are never
explained
writer.
issues here this year.
moving.
as they should be, only hinted at
The 69' model Santos is a provAlthough
activist
in scope,
Many
fear,
however,
that in the film's climactic conclusion.
en writer, with the breakout po- SLOAP'S purpose has been de- SLOAP can not motivate the RIC
The film's final scene with Dr.
tential to be a major singing star. fined as promoting action at RIC student body because it is simply
Copeland and Mi'Ck is a magnifiLarry is currently performing through the existing infra-structpo indifferent to what goes on cently moving piece, extraordinarion the coffee house circuit and ture. "We are trying to put pres- here. SLOAP's action may be like
ly ·beautiful in all aspects, yet it
doing some college and club dates. sure on the Board of Governors a knife thrust into a marshmal- seems almost foolish in the
picLarry will be at RlC on Nov. to get more things done at Rhode low; no lasting impression is left ture's context because the Doctor
· 4, 5, and 6 at 7:45 and 9:00 each Island
College
this
year",
a and the marshmallow returns to and Mick bewail the leave-taking
spokesman has said.
evening.
its normally squishy state.
of a friend (Singer) who had not
______________________________
previously been shown to be near1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1y as significant to their lives as
1he is here made out to be.
Cashmere
Sweaters
Despite this major flaw, THE
•
, HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER
imported from Scotland
:,
:,
turtle-neck $22. 50
V-neck $2 l .50
': is a well-produced and well-acted
attempt at sensitivity in an age
:
16 colors: For sample swatches, send $1.00 (refunded when
: of insensitivity. Mr. Arkin's perswatches a-re returned) to:
formance
flowers in his scenes
:
SHERWOOD INT. INC.
: with Mr. Mccann (Spiro), whose
by Jeff Siwicki

Executive producer .........................
.......................Joel Freeman
Producers ............................................Thomas C. Ryan, Marc Merson
Director ..................................................................... Robert Ellis Miller
Screenplay ............................................................ .....Thomas C. Ryan
From the novel by .................................................. Car:son McCullers
Photography ............................................................James Wong Howe
Music ... .
........................
................................... David Crusin

Viewpoint

SLOAP

:Larry Santos

Writer Turned Performer
Woody Allen, Neil Diamond and
Bob Dylan. All writers who be~ame performers.
Larry Santos is the newest of
a long line of exceptional writers
who finally performe.d their own
works to achieve greater creative potential and personal satisfaction.
, Larry wrote his first big hit
"Candy Girl" for the , Four Sea-.
sons while at Colgate University.
(Larry was going to Colgate, not
the ·Four Seasons.)
Out of school, Larry wrote. for
Bob Crewe, Atlantic and Epic
Records. He wrote for a great
diversity of acts and groups: The
Seasons, The Orlons, Patty Duke,
Tracy Dey and Diane Renay.
Larry toyed, ·with the idea of
performing from the start. He
formed
a group called
"'The
Tunes" in high school, and he did
some performing for Bob Crewe
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LIMERICKS TO
ED FERGUSON

You have such witty things to say
That get me through my tiresome
day.
So don't be so lazy,
Or I'll soon go crazy.
Please return to the Anchor, and
stay.
Ed Ferguson, won't you return,
If you don't I will surely burn
In boredom's fire
Without your satire,
My suffocated
mind needs to
churn.
Of many interesting
things you
wrote,
Of "Tapioca"
and a "Suicide
'Note,"
"T u e s d a y W e 1 d," "Fences,''
"C.D.A.,"
:My "Rickets" will ge worse each
day
Without you in the crew of the
Anchor boat.
A.F.A.-A
Ferguson Admirer
(C.D.A, a limerick writer)

!

W,v,»ionJ:
LTD.

Men's Clothiers
1085 CHALKSTONE AYE., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(Divisionof Airway Cleaners)

FREE COFFEE
FREE TALK
ALL GIRLS
S. U. Ballroom

Tuesdays 9-11 A.M.

• TUXEDO RENTALS
• CUSTOM MADE SUITS
• SPORTS COATS
• SHlRTS and TIES
• SWEATERS
• SLACKS
• OUTERWEAR
SPECIALSTUDENTDISCOUNT
WITH COLLEGE STUDENT1.D.'s
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 9:30-9:00 - Sat. 9:30-6:00
CLOSED MONDAYS

portrayal of the huge, sad manchild may be the finest in~the film.
Miss Locke also deserves credit
for a fine debut performance
which, though at times a bit too
cute, is for the most part, sincere.
THE HEART IS A LONELY
HUNTED Is a touching, charming
motion picture. Performances
by
all are magnificent. But I think
the discriminating viewer may feel
sadly cheated when, at the film's
close, he begins to realize that
Mr. Ryan's script should have said
so much more than it did, and
should
have often
substituted
thought for action that almost relegates Mr. Arkin's position to a
walk-on role.

CLASSIFIED
Invertebrates
for a
teaching collection: This ,includes
bugs, clams, worms, crabs, etc.
anything without· bones. I
would be interested
in the
greatest numbers of as many
kinds as possible. Please contact John Kuchle; Ci. 104; ext.
357.

WANTED:
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PRESIDEN',r'S

INAUGUARATION,

NOVEMBER

7*

All students of Rhode Island Oollege are cordially invited
to attend the INAUGURATION, of DR. JOSEPH KAUFMAN on
_Thursday, November 7, in the Auditorium of Roberts Hall at
2:30 p.m. and to the student-sponsored
reception to ibe held in
the Student Union Ballroom immediately after rthe inauguration.
Admission tickets for the inaugural ceremony may be obtained at the Student Union information desk on Thursday,
October 31, ]?etween 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Basic Design! Class Proposes
Campus Bench Project
The Basic Design Class of the
Industrial
Arts Department
has
taken the problem of designing a
campus bench . . and in several
class sesSlions come up with three
ideas.
The statement
of the original
problem was to design a bench
which would be comfortable, low
in cost, need little maintenance
and also harmonize with the college surroundings. Any industrial
materials could be used providing
they are possible to produce and
appropriate to the appliica.tion.
The design class under the direction of Prof. O'Shea 'is incorpora,ting the industrial process of

product design into its learning ment oJl ,four committees to refunction. The product design func- search and refine the submitted
tion as interpreted in our learning designs. Three designs were acsituation, takes the rbasic idea, re- cepted as appropriate and ,feasible
fines it, and modifies it until it is for use on RIC campus. The reacceptable to meet the specific search and development commitrequirements of the problem. The tee, with its chairman Bob LeonWednesday evening, November 6, there will be a PIANO
CTliteria was the functional, tech- ard, was involved with applied reCONCERT by CAROL JANE BUFFKINS to be held in the
nical and aes,thetic requirements
search and e:,cpecimental models.
Auditorium of Roberts Hall, at 8:00 p.m.
of good industdal deSlign.
The process engineering departStudents, and all members of the college community, are inThe statement
of the problem ment, under Gordon Rossley, chose
vited to attend. Tickets will not be required for admission to
was given to each member of the the materials
and processes of
the recital.
class by the group leader, Greg btµ,lding which they considered
Masone, who also took some of best to meet the specifications of
ClasAeS scheduled for November 7, from 2 p.m. to 3 pm.
the pictures. Next, the Osborn the problem. The function of rthe
and from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. w,ill meet on Wednesday, November 6,
group method f generating ideas draftsmen, headed by Rich Beaufrom 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. and from 3 p.m. 1Jo4 p.m. The 1 :30 to 3 :45
known as "brainstorming"
was mier, was to make detail draWlings
classes scheduled primarily for off-campus students will not be
applied by the 25 members of the of the approved designs. The reaffected by this change.
class. In application, as a person corder, R. Rdbidoux, gathered all
has an idea he draws it on the information from these three com*Inauguration announcements were mailed to all students.
blackboard
and thls in turn is mittees and reported on all proThis is a reminder to most, and an initial invitation to anyone
who was inadvertently omitted from the original mailing.
sketched by a recorder. In two ses- cedures involved in solving the deaVI
•
0
sions about 50 ideas were present- sign problem. A bill of materials
ed. In the third ' session these and a listing of general procedural
ideas were revised and some new steps for the production or the
ideas were presented.
three models was also prepared by
Four small groups were formed the recorder from infonnation re(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
,to evaluate all desi,gn ideas and to ceived from the design engineer,.
usually will be determined by vote 1 p.m. Looking Glass Theatre, the
On Saturday when th e indecent eliminate any that were 'imprac- research
and development,
the
if only those persons who hold .state's children's theatre company
th
e tical. Each group submitted three process engineer and the c;hief
bonafide membershi pin the col- 'will perform ''The Sky is Falling exposure incident happened at
lege or university community.
and Other Scary Things." Mrs. library, Mrs. Frances Cooper tried of the best design concepts to draftsman.
The completed ideas, modles,
2. Affiliation with an extramur- Joseph F. Kauffman, wife of the to call the campus police at fue the design engineer, who made
were
al organization should not of itself president, has been involved with usual extension number of 263 · ful't:hur evaluation and finally ap:.drawing · and specifications
disqualify a student organization children's theatre projects in other The reason she did not receive an proved the five most pmctical for presented to the Student Council
by eight members of the class on
from institutional recognition.
areas of the country. The per- answer was that no one was th ere research.
The next step involved appoint- Wednesday.
3. If campus advisors are re- formance will be held at the Hen- to answer the phone. There used
to be a student who answered this J,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
quired, each organization
should 'ry Barnard School.
be free to choose' its own advisor,
That evening, the students of phone from noon to 3:00 PM on
and
institutional
recognition Rhode Island College will sponsor Saturday but he is no longer emshould not be withheld or with- a concert by folk-singer Theodore ployed. This student is also to mondrawn solely because of the in- Bikel as a tribute to the new itor incoming calls to the switchability of a student organization president and his wife. The con- board, ibut it would seem there
to secure an advisor. Campus ad- cert will be held at 8 p.m. in the is no provision for ,this either.
Complimentary FACIALS Given
In any event when the librarian
Yisors may advise organizations
Walsh Center at RIC.
in the exercise of responsibility,
The final event of the week long tried to contact the one camrpus
but they should not have the au- program will be a concert by the policeman who ..yas on duty, he was
The cosSletic made from "fruits" ... smelland try their fragrant:
thority to control the policy of Chamber Symphony of Philadelmaking hls prescribed rounds as
I. STRAWBERRY
FRAPPECLEANSINGCREAM
such organizations.
phia, Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in the he was supposed to do. Even if
4. Student organizations may be auditorium of Roberts Hall.
someone had been at extension 263
2. MINTICE WITH HONEY AND ALMONDS
required to submit a statement of
Dr. Kauffman,
is the fourth to answer the call there would
3. LEMONDELIGHTEYEAND THROATOIL
purpose, criteria for membership, president and twelfth chief execu- have been no way to contact the
rules of procedur,es, and a cur- •tive of Rhode Island College. The patrolman
as they do not hav.e
rent list of officers. They should former dean of student affairs at two way radio facilities.
Learn how,to apply your beautifullytextured make up correctly
not be required to submit a mem- 'the University of Wisconsin asIt would appear that there is
Learn how to glamourizeyour eyes!
bership list as a condition of in- sumed the presidency of RIC July no prescdbed drill to contact polstitutional recognition.
1, 1968.
ice in emergencies, also no one is
5. Campus
organizations,
in- p:;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
available to answer the phone if
Come See and Try
eluding those offiliated with an
this was the drill, and then there
extramural
organization,
should
is no way to cop.tact the campus
A special seminar will be held on campus NOV. 4 at 7:30 p.m.
JOIN THE
be open to all students without
patrolman
when
you do get
Kindlycall your Holiday Girl ... Miss Joanne at Ext.203, after
respect to race, creed, or national
through. In the future we suggest
FOOTBALL
5:00 - 351-9118 or stop by the AdmissionsOffice before Nov.
origin, except for religious qualifithat instead of waiting a long
I ... SHE MUSTKNOW HOW MANY WILLATTEND!Indivications which may be required by
period for the campus police to
CLUB
organizations whose aims are pridual facials given by appointment.
show up, that the regular police
marily sectarian.
be called as well.

Conference

-.

OCTOBER 30, 1968

Dr. Kauffman

Viewpoint:
*d N Bl d
D
gett
Re: Exposure
Incident At Library

HOLIDAY
MAGIC
WANTS
YOU!

TONIGHT'

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

NOVEMBER 10

NOVEMBER 8

Roger
Wagner Theodore
Bikel
■

Chorale

ID

Concert

ROBERTS HALL

8:15

WALSH CENTER 8:00 p.m.

Chamber
Symphony
of
Philadelphia

Box Office opens

ROBERTS HALL 8:15 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 31

·Box Office opens
Thursday, Oct. 31
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(Continued
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area. However, this area was directly in front of the entrance to
the dance where a policeman was
supposedly
stationed.
Do you
mean to tell me that anyone
standing within ten yards of
where the incident occurred could
not hear the collision of two automobiles. A policeman (Providence
or otherwise) with such poor hearing or a blatant lack of respon'Sibility, whichever the case may be,
should not be allowed to remain
on the force. I do not hold campus police directly responsible for
the incidents
which occurred;
however, it has come to my attention that there is a ruling in the
RICOL handbook which states
that our campus police are responsible for appointing assigned
positions or outside police agencies and are also responsible for
the actions of these agencies and
any incidents which arise as a result of this. In other words regardless of the presence of 'outside police officers, our own campus police are responsible for anything which happens at the college. It is indeed unfortunate that
the incident occurred, but possibly and hopefully it can give responsible officials a stronger sense
of duty and a greater sense of
awareness with matters which directly concern them and for which
they are held responsible.
Roger Boudreau '71
Dear Editor:
It is not my practice

to make
any comment on student reviews
of Rhode Island College Theatre
productions, and I do not intend

she remind him of it. To criticize
to make it one.
However, concerning our recent an actress for reminding him of
production of "Who's Afraid of another actress is not a reviewer's
Virginia Woolf?" which I directed job. Furthermore, while Mr. Gelfuthe statement by Thomas Gelfus~ so is entitled to his opinion of Miss
concerning Angela Mcllmail's per- Dennis' performance, it might be
formance as Honey is grossly un- noted that she won the Academy
Award for this role and may
fair to her.
It was Mr.- Gelfuso's complaint therefore be considered to have
that Miss Mcllmail tried to copy been "doing something right."
My compliments, while I am
Sandy Dennis' film performance,
that he wished she hadn't because writing, to Greg Massone and Al
he apparently did not like this in- Tanner for their excellent phototerpretation of the role, but that graphs and layout.
Ella Smith
if she wanted to she might "at
Assistant Professor
least" have "gotten it down perfectly."
Let me make it clear that it is
Dear Editor:
not the actress but the director of
a show who decides on the interIn reviewing the Rhode Island
pretation. Were the actors to de- College handbook, Rico!, it has
cide on their own interpretations,
been noted that the colleges newthe director's overall vision of the est sorority - Theta Lambda Chi
play would not be achieved. Ac- - has been omitted from the detors and director pool their ideas, sctiptive list of sororities and
but it is the director who must fraternities.
We, the sisters of
make the final choice of how the Theta Lambda Chi, sincerely hope
pieces of the puzzle will fit to- that this omission will not reoccur
gether to express his concept of in the future.
the script.
Theta Lambda Chi is a service
In approaching the role of Hon- organization which was founded
ey something of Sandy Dennis' in March, 1967. The purpose of our
performance was indeed utilized. sorority is to search for truth, to
However no attempt was made to encourage loyalty, and to develop
copy it. Let me assure Mr. Gelfu- character in our members. These
so that, had we decided on this ideals shall be fostered through
Miss Mcllmail could have given us service to the sisters, to the cola very fine replica.
_lege, and to the community.
Since Mr. Ge]fuso states that he
The Sisters of O X
"had hoped" he "would not have
Theta Lambda Chi
to make a comparison" between
Sandy Dennis and Miss Mcllmail Dear Editor:
in the playing of this role, it is
Friday, October 18, 1968 was a
obvious that he entered, harboring very nice night for a drive to Worhis personal aversion to Miss Den- chester, Mass.
nis and/or her portrayal, ready to
This letter is not a put on! ! !
pounce on Miss Mcllmail should I'm dead serious! ! !

Leadership
Conf
ereneeIs Planned
It has become evident that there
are a significant number of students -at RIC who are eager to
take part in -campus affairs, academic or otherwise. This desire to
be involved needs to be directed
so tht those students may be put
in positions of leadership on the
campus. There is an obvioos danger to putting into ,a position of
lea:dership a student with a great
deal of enthusfasm but little experience or training. His spirit
could well be stifled by unfamiliarity with the practical problems
of leadership. There is such a thing
as a "natural leader", ibut even
such a person's efficiency can be
increased !by leadership trarln.ing.
Plans are now bein gmade for
a weekend Leadership Conference
to be held this academic year. This
conference will give about 100 to
150 students from thi-s campus a
chance to get together with ea:ch
other for a weekend to discuss
problems of student leadership.
Each or.ganization on ca:mpus will
be asked to send several delegates
to the conference. In addition,

there will be a limited number of
delegates who do not represent
any particuiar
organization,
but
will act as delegates-at-lwge
from
the student body. They will be
chosen on a "first come-first serve"
basis. Since those planning the
conference do not pretend to be
experts in the field, the learning
expe·rience will be total, with all
participants profiting from the discussions.
Some of the plans being considered include such activities as
guest speakers from other -colleges
or business firms, open-end sessions with college administrators,
and student-led
discussions. At
this point all plans are still tentative. More details will become
available as soon as they are finalized. The comrruttee planning the
conference is composed entirely of
students who may or may not be
student leaders. The conference
delegates will play the most important part since they will be
sharing ideas and opinions_ with
others, while the committee members will be' ac~ng as moderators.

AIRWACLEAN
Y
~ERS,
INC.
380 A TWELLS AVE.

215 ACADEMY AVE.
558 .ADMIRAL ST.

WELCOME BACK!!
We welcome back the returning ~tudents and extend a
warm welcome to the New Arrivals.
N~w, as always in .+he past, we are here to relieve you of
your shirt and dry cleaning worries.
. Prompt, .Courteous and Professional care certifies that
Airway Cleansers is "Just a Little Bit Better" •.
BUDGET CLl:ANING
Off up to $4.75 - 20% Off $4.75 or More
SHIRTS - 20c - Hangers 4 or more
CLEAN ONLY - 40% OFF - $2.25 or More
Coats - Slacks - Household - Etc.

l 0%

Come in and visit us today. One of our ·girls is always there
to assist you.
Open Evenings till 8:30 P.M.
Sat. till 5 P.M.
FREE MINOR REPAIRS

67 WOONAS(i)UATUCKET AVENUE
NORTH PROVIDENCE, R. I.
~}£'~

(Just

off campus)

Welcomes the Students of Rhode Island College

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

HAPPY HOURS 4-8.

<•i,\

FIGH·y

•_--("',':-'---<:.

,..,,FOR
..··cLEAN
THEMES!
Refuse anything but Eaton's,CorrasableBond Typewriter.Paper!
Mistakes vanish. Evenfingerprints
disappear from the special surface.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets you
erasewithout a trace. Are you going to
stand in the way of cleanliness?
GetEaton's Corrasable today. In tight,
medium, heavy weights and
OnionSkin. 100-sheet packets and
500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery
Stores and Departments.
1

OnlyEaton makes Corrasable.®

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
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Boston Drops Harriers;
RIC Anchormen Finish DuaJ
.Se~son With Triple Win
Tuesday saw disappointment for
RIC Coach John Taylor and his
team, as they dropped a 19-65 decis~on to chlief rivals, Boston. State.
The race was run over the grass
and roads of Boston's Franklin
Park. The disappointment stemmed
from the sound thrashing Rhode
received from Boston, now ~
doubtedly the team to beat in the
conference
Championships
here
this Saturday.
Although they were soundly defeated; members of the rue squad
were not impressed by Boston's
performance, and no one is ready
to conceed them the championship.
,The only drawback is .that the
performance by the rue squad was
even less impreissive.
Against the remaining teams in
the field RIC went 1-2-3 agam
with Joseph, Nelson, and Totoro.
P•aul Durand, and Bob Bayha
rounded out the RIC scoring. The
Anchormen defeated SMTI for the
second time trns season, and took
into camp Bryant and Maine Maritilp.e, The latter team gave our
squad a scare falling only two
points short of pulling an upset.
Saturday saw a !brighter day for
the Anchormen as they travelled
to Dudley, M.ass. for a meet with
Nichols, Bryant, and Bridgewater
and reversed tpe 19-65 score. It
was B:omecoming day at Nich6ls
and the weather was perfect for
or running
watching
football,
cross-country. The sky was clear
and the crisp fall day with a light
wind to b11;ttlethe runners on parts
of the course.
The course itself, is the longest
dual meet course the squad has
run; 4.9 miles worth of hills. All
but one half mile of the course
was on roads·, the other ,being the

In Gaining Split

grass of a golf course, and this
was more to the aid of REC, a def-

inite "road" team.
After the loss to Boston on Tuesday, the Anchormen were set to
comie back strong, as was evident
by the f~ct that at the mile point
the first nine places were in the
hands of RIC men.
For the first time this year
RIC's 1-2-3 combo of Nelson, Totoro and Joseph crssed the line in a
three way tie. Tortoro broke first
and lead for about a mile and a
half, before Nelson came to his
shoulders, ·and eventually passed
him. Nelson stretched out a lead
to fifty years over the next mile,
before Totoro used a ·hill to pick
up some ground a nd , wi th ~bout a
mile and a half left the two were
side lby side again.
Joseph ran a relaxed race and
caught Nelson •and Totoro wi th
less than a mile to go. The th ree
·finished with wriS t s locked to insure the tie. They came down a
finishing hill to a football field
where an appreciative
halftime
crowd greeted them wi th a fine
rotµid of applause.
Paul Durand, finished fifth in
the race. Don Cooney and Lincoln
Sutcliffe closed out the rue scoring by tying for eighth.
Sutcliffe •became the 13th man
of· 14 who have toed the starting
line this year for RIC to finish in
a scoring position. This can be favorably compared 1lo 8 of 10 from
.the 1967 squa;d.
The dual meet season has come
to a close with .the Anchormen
posting a 16-3-0 record. This Saturday RIC plays host to the 1968
NESCAC ChampionshipS and the
following Saturday its at Barrington for the NAIA distrieJ 32
championships.

A Preview of NESCAC
Championship
'.!'he dual meet season is over the

Chairnpionships

the

starting

and now only the meets with all line has been moved to the East

th~ chips in the middle remain for
RIC's harrier squad who host the
,N~y Engl•and State College Athletic ,Conferen:ce Ohampionship this
Sa,turday:
Boston State ,remains the favorite to take team honors, with
RI!C, Gorham, and Plymouth in
contention for runner up spot.
Individual honors could fall into
th~ hands of 0.Il8' of five runners.
Boston's Ed Burke has what must
be considered the best shot, ibut
men such as Rhody's Jim Joseph
and Ray Nelson are not to ibe
discounted. Along with the two
rue runners, Gorham's Bolb Towle,
and Johnson's Dale Perters should
be v~ry much in: the picture. SMTl's Bill Healy, the course record
h·older, could ·well see his record
er11-sed.Healy can not be counted
out of indi\"idual honors, but he
has been nursing a leg injury
which dim his chances.
The course itself has been
slightly altered at the start, to
accomodate the large number of
runners present. The starting line
which usually runs between the
West end of the tennis courts behi:r;id Whipple and the track. The
course nonnally leads around the
bend. in the track and down the
outside of·the phys. ed. fields. For

Lion-el Jean Leads Booters

end of the soccer field.
After running down the northern
edge of the Phys. ed. fields the
runners will turn left to the backstop of the varsity baselball field.
From there the course drops
down the embankment and takes
to the campus roads ·behind Walsh
and up the Dorm hill.
At the top of the d~rm hill, just
beyond Thorpe, the course turns
on to the rocky path thru the
woods, leading .to Obediah Brown
Field and Chalkstone Avenue.
On Chalkstone the track heads
east to the maintenance entrance
at Triggs Golf Course. This leads
to a circUJit of the golf course via
the maintenance road and back to
Ohalkstone.
From that point the runners
will retrace their steps •until they
again reach Walsh at which point
they will stay on the. road behind
Mann, r,ather than taking to the
Athletic fields again.
As they come over •the crest of
the hill behind Clark-Science the
runners will be •in sight of the
finish line some 220 yards down
the south straightaway
of the
·
track.
The finish has ,been moved back
to compensate for the lost ·di's-

Lionel Jean scored four goals
and earned an assist sp1it in last
week's competition, Two of Jean's
goals and the assist came Tuesday, as RIC hooters defeated
Salem State, for the second time,
by the score of 3-1. Jean scored
.another pair of goals against Castleton, but the Anchormen dropped
the decision, 4-2.
'Dhe Salem game was literally
a bitterly fought contest, despite
the final score, and the action was
frequently
interrupted
by outbreaks of temper, resulting in the
ejection of two Anchormen in the
final period.
RIC's hooters did. all their scoring in the first half, as Lionel Jean
led the way with two goals and
q.11 assist from his wing position.
Freshman fullback, Ed Slipski,
playing on the line in place of
Brian Samson who was ill, also
scored a goal and was credited
with an assist. Gene Bascetta, an·other freshman, aJiso earned an
assist.
Salem scored their only goal
early in the second half. Goal
---------------------------------~---------

minder, Dave Marzelli, lost the ball
in the sun on a shot that would
have been tough to handle anyway.
Against Castleton, Lionel Jean
again lead the way with two goals
in the second period. Ed Slipski
and Brian Samson notched the
assists.
Jean's goals came after a first
period that was marred by two
miscues by the Anchor defen se
that resulted in two unearned
goals for Castleton. Castleton did
however score a goal themselves,
making thescore at the half 3-2.
In the third period, the Anchormen successfully defended the wet
and slippery end of the field without giving up a goal. The fiive goals
that had been scored were scored
on this end of the field, and
when the Anchormen successfully
defended it, it looked as though
they would come back in the final
Sophomore Wing Lionel Jean
period. But Castleton scored the
insurance goal to secure the win, Anchormen will take the field at
and put themselves in third place home against Providence College
in the NESCAC.
who are newcomers to the colleThis afternoon at 3 :00 P.M., the giarte soocer scene.
1
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Harriers' One-Two Combination

. Ray Nelson and Jimmy Joseph,
have very much in common. They
of the College's
are members
champion crO'ss country team, in
fact they are the team's top two
runners, and have provided the
harriers with a consistent one 1jwo combination.
Both men, Nelson a senior and
team captain, and Joseph, an experienced
sophomore,
will be
counted on to continue their winning ways, along with the rest of
t.he squad, as they defend their
championship here Saturday, Nov.
2.
Ray ·began running as a junior
at Pilgrim High School and in his
senior year captained ,that squad.
Since coming to rue, Ray has run
both cross country and outdoor,
tr1;1.ckand has performed creditably.
tance in moving the starting line.
The course covers 4.7 miles and
the record of the original course
is 24:10 by Bill Healy of SMTI.
This year rue ran an altered
course which has for its record
24:23 by both Ray Nelson and Jim
Joseph of RIC.
In theory this race could be considered to be demanding a new
record since it is a different course.
But records are not all that make
cross-country. You have a chance
to see the real glory in a so-,called
"no-glory" sport, •and no competition brings ut the ,best performances like championship competition. Be there to see a championship, be there to help RIC defend
a championship.

Ray and Jim usually run to,gether because ~ey feel that,
"Riunning together is less monotonous, gives you someone to talk
to, and helps you hold the pace."
Let's hope that Saturday finds,
not only Ray and Jim running together, but the entire squad beWhile Ray has an edge over Jim cause as Ray puts it, "Boston
in experience in collegiate com- State is a powerhouse and we'll
petition, Jim has gained much val- need a total team effort to win."
uable experience by competing in
road races. Last spring the sinewy
sophomore competed in the BosKATT
ton Marathon and finished fortyis
looking
for
someone with a
eighth in a field composed of more
than 800 runners from all over the
POLAROID CAMERA
world. Jim says that he enjoys
the road races, "because of the
to take pictures.
people you meet, the sa:tisfaction
of finishing well, and then there's
Anyone interested contact
always the free meal."
JUDY SPEIGHT 1
Ray sees running as "an outlet
and a chance to find my own
through Student Mail
potential."
Jim who is two years younger
than Ray, attended East Providence High also began his career
as a junior. While in high school,
Jimmy was elected to the All
State team in outdoor track and
a member of that school's State
Ohampi~n cross country team.
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Lowest Price. On Gas

VinnieDuva'
s EssoStation
435 Mount Pleasant A venue

SAVE 3¢ A GALLON
ESSO REGULAR at 30.9
ESSO EXTRA at 3 5. 9

SAVE

-

-

SAVE

